Mercedes m350

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Great guy to deal with. I
bought a really old truck. He told me everything he knew that was wrong with the vehicle so I
could make an informed decision. Best car buying experience! Dealer was pleasant and
professional. He answered my question and addressed my concerns. Love my new ride! Never
go there again If this vehicle available next month - I will purchase this car. But yeah, Jose
called me within 30 minutes. Excellent communication. Quick to respond. Stayed late to help us.
The vehicle matched the ad! Car was ready for test drive when we arrived. Overall excellent
experience. Great vehicle. Great experience. Wonderful phone conversation. Answered all my
phone questions. I wasn't told about some of the problems with the car at the dealership, the
the problem with the roof. They helped me get my first Mini Cooper and gave me a great deal!!!!
I recommend to go there!!! So why advertise it? Got a good car for a good price. Eleazar was
responsive and easy to work with. But the deal was still good even with that needless charge.
Didnt even show me enough respect to call me and let me know. I will recommend this place to
others and will come back. Good people , as soon as I got there the service was awesome. Very
friendly also had nicely vehicle on the lot and they wasn't push at all. If any one looking to buy a
nice car I will recommend to check them out. Thanks again! Very good experience with amtex.
Not pushy or critical of us in anyway. Showed the car just as discribed. Going thru financing
was a very fast and smooth transition. They help get us a great deal! Fast and prompt service,
and willingness to answer all questions and show honest transparency. I highly recommend
this dealer ship. Alex and the guy's are awesome people friendly and pays attention to details
not just trying to make sale. I was contacted by the sales staff. They explained the details of the
vehicle and invited me for a test drive. Due to the weather conditions I postponed until a later
time. Thanks for a prompt response. Great people but misrepresented the condition of car.
Failed to disclose prior major accidents to vehicle. They told me what I needed to know without
beating around the bush ,they told me how to finance if I needed to, they also showed me
pictures of the car and they sent a video of the car no playing games I liked that. We'll help you
find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Mercedes-Benz Dealer. This body design is much
better than its replacement and MB has decided to go back to it with the GLC design. It was a
pleasant experience, my car is clean though expensive but i love it. Am happy but before selling
those cars diagnose it and correct all electrical issues is any. All accessories including jack,
manual and other important items should follow the car. The price should be moderate also.
Thank you, continue to protecting your name by efficient Read more. Why Use CarGurus?
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. In the end I decided to not
go into the car I was looking at. The dealership and in particular Jonathan was very
understanding. I would definitely recommend checking this place out if your looking for a used
car. Very good people to work with. They will work hard to find you a car. Dawn has been very
helpful! Said they sold the car but saw it in their secondary lot. The car in poor condition and
would not start. Great communication! Conducted the entire deal remotely. They are very
responsive and provided me with every detail of the vehicle. Johnny and Ron are great to work
with! Sam was very helpful, and the vehicle sounded like I would have been interested, but I was
about 4 hours away. By the time I was able to try to go that way, the vehicle had been sold. This
is a bait and switch. All these junk fee ales the car less attractive. The check-in process to even
look at the cars is totally understaffed. I waited for 10 minutes while she waited on one
customer and there were still other people after him I ended up leaving cuz I don't have all day
to even assess a vehicle that you don't have pictures of on the website. Responses to my email
quick and professional. I also visited the dealership they were busy when I went but I still felt
like a valued customer. Horrible It deserved 0 stars Sales person was useless Never contacted
me back like he said. Went to check out vehicle after discussion with salesman online about the
vehicle. Come to find out the car had a dead battery and they were not planning on replacing it!
Needless to say we did not purchase Volkswagen of St Augustine definitely earned your
business promt, friendly, and knowledgeable. Valuing your time as much as you do. Great place
good prices ,staff really friendly this is not my first time getting a vehicle from this dealership
just a great experience! Great experience with Mordy, Jake and Marcos! No pushing ,no
pressure ,very helpful and I feel I got a decent used vehicle for a fair price. Quick response to

my inquiry. The car I test drove was a cute car, but the cost was too high for the damage I saw.
Customer service was ok but not great. The salesperson definitely had patience when I checked
out 3 cars but smoked in front of my husband who has asthma. What you see is what you get
kind of place. Sales person not personable. Brought vehicle from back lot to us and just left it
running and said spend as much time as want to look at it. He just walked away and did not
offer a test ride or answer any questions. Car was so filthy inside I would not even sit in it. I
bought GTR with miles for dollars from these guys in This year they are selling GTR with more
miles on it for dollars and they want me to put down 6 grand down , this is crazy. No value of
returning customers. Great, brought the truck, great to deal with, done and away with the truck
by lunch. The M-Class represented a number of firsts for Mercedes-Benz. And it was the first
vehicle of its type with a four-wheel double-wishbone suspension system, as well as stability
control, which helped prevent loss of control of the vehicle by the driver. M-Class vehicles also
came equipped with a number of innovative safety features, including front- and side-impact
airbags, a reinforced steel body, front and rear crumple zones, and anti-intrusion bars on all
doors. As that award indicates, the M-Class was built on a truck platform, and officially labeled a
"light truck" upon its introduction. However, Mercedes attempted to give its new SUV an
upscale feel and a more carlike ride, both of which have improved over the years. Mercedes has
also invested a lot of effort in improving the quality of the M-Class. Due to the fact that it was
built in a new plant, the SUV had a number of quality issues in its early years and soon gained a
reputation with some drivers that was not completely positive. Some complained about quality
and reliability issues. Parts often failed quickly, and the fit and finish of the vehicle was not what
drivers expected from a Mercedes. Most of those issues were resolved with the
second-generation M-Class, which debuted in The new M-Class was longer by almost 6 inches
and wider by almost 3 inches than the first-generation version and featured a more fluid design,
which brought it closer in line with drivers' expectations. The second-generation M-Class
vehicles also received a boost in power, with the ML with a 3. In addition, the M-Class vehicles
can be equipped with Mercedes' 4Matic all-wheel-drive system, which provides improved
handling, stability, and traction in all types of driving conditions. We'll help you find great deals
among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals
first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Read more. This body design is much better than its
replacement and MB has decided to go back to it with the GLC design. It was a pleasant
experience, my car is clean though expensive but i love it. Am happy but before selling those
cars diagnose it and correct all electrical issues is any. All accessories including jack, manual
and other important items should follow the car. The price should be moderate also. Thank you,
continue to protecting your name by efficient Why Use CarGurus? Mercedes-Benz dealers in
Atlanta GA. Mercedes-Benz dealers in Chicago IL. Mercedes-Benz dealers in Dallas TX.
Mercedes-Benz dealers in Houston TX. Mercedes-Benz dealers in Miami FL. Mercedes-Benz
dealers in Philadelphia PA. Mercedes-Benz dealers in Washington DC. Make Model Year. Vehicle
History. Vehicle Listing Details. That's why we never charge last-minute, bogus fees. We believe
in treating you better--we think you should be able to get the right car at the right price without
worrying about fees taking the joy from the ride. Plus, get your car delivered as soon as the next
day with our Touchless Delivery process designed to keep you safe. First time with carvana, we
bought a RC As one of my bank accounts was locked they had a hard time with funds transfer.
They worked with me over the phone and got everything solved. We wanted to see the jukebox
in Phoenix. Interesting but Ill have it delivered next time. Everyone I worked with at Carvana was
super friendly and helpful. Now after having the car a few days my short wife was struggling
with blind spots and wasn't comfy with the car. They came and picked it up I will say that the
condition of the vehicle was about perfect. I was sad to see it go and I would definitively use
Carvana for any additional purchase. We have been looking at used cars locally also and the
quality of what i see at dealers for similar price doesnt compare. We work with various partners
to recondition and photograph our vehicles. Our reconditioning partners perform the same
point inspection and apply the same standards as Carvana does at our own facilities. NOTE:
This vehicle must be ordered from one of our partners and is not currently in Carvana's
possession. Contact the dealer for delivery details, restrictions and costs. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for

sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Engine
Details Transmission Automatic Engine Type Gas Diesel Cylinders 6 cylinders 8 cylinders 29 4
cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent
price drops. No accidents. Check Availability. Close Carvana - St. Louis - St. Dealer Review:
First time with carvana, we bought a RC New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. Great Value for the price of a loaded Durango. Not a sports sedan, so I didn't
rate it as such. It is an SUV, a road-going one at that, handles well and excellent braking with
very good acceleration around town. Highway passing power is as expected with a diesel lazy ,
towing the rated 7,lbs seems like it'd be a stretch in mountains but I haven't tried.
Well-controlled firm but not too firm ride and handling, nice interior and exterior details where
good engineering is apparent. Stout suspension and undercarriage. Good interior space for four
large adults for business, decent luggage space for travel. Controls are logical and easy to
understand. A little disappointed in the tires lasting only around 50k miles due for replacement
now , but otherwise very dependable and reliable. The DEF for the exhaust treatment never
needs to be touched, I have it filled every 10k miles at oil change time and that's it. People with
other brand diesels seem to need to fill their DEF tanks more often. It does tow well. Update 67,
miles: The car has been semi-retired to personal travel and occasional errands. I installed new
Michelin tires, no significant change to ride nor other metrics. I leased a new Explorer also on
Michelin tires for business travel, which has given me an interesting perspective on the
Mercedes however: Even with the 4-cyl Ecoboost turbo and the same type of driving, the
Explorer only delivers around 21mpg to the Bluetec's The gas engine does have more "pep"
however and less lag, so overall better highway acceleration. Coing back to my older and
higher-mile Mercedes at the end of the week the differences are much more obvious to me. The
Explorer's controls are kludgy and cheap feeling, the layout much less well thought-out,
touch-screen is nice but Ford's navigation is dismal in comparison to Mercedes', the ride is
loud, engine noise louder in the cabin than is the bluetec, and general ride is rough. The
Mercedes has a far superior AWD system and is much more stable in gusty winds. That on top
of the Explorer's blind-spots that take a second or third glance over my shoulders to change
lanes, and there is really nothing nice I can say about the Explorer, Hopped in the ML last
weekend for a mile round-trip to visit relatives and smiled every mile, just so much nicer to
drive, everything about the experience is better an it drives tighter with 4X the miles on it, I think
it's going to see the K mark that my last Mercedes did without a rattle. Waiting for my 2-year
Exporer lease to run out, Read more. Read less. Learn more about the Mercedes-Benz M-Class.
The used Mercedes-Benz M-Class received an average score of 4. Where to buy a used
Mercedes-Benz M-Class? Shoppers just like you have reviewed dealerships near you. Now that
you've found the right vehicle for you, you can find the best place to buy a used Mercedes-Benz
M-Class. Great news! Shopping at one of these dealerships means you'll receive the highest
level of customer service. Price, mileage, and condition are all important factors to consider
when buying a used Mercedes-Benz M-Class. Edmunds found 4 Fair deals near you, so you can
be sure to get the best price. We also recommend reading Edmunds' consumer reviews to find
common problems, and paying for an independent inspection to make sure the used
Mercedes-Benz M-Class you're buying doesn't have any problems that need addressing.
Consumer reviews are a great resource for determining how reliable a used Mercedes-Benz
M-Class will be. Out of consumer reviews of the used Mercedes-Benz M-Class available at
Edmunds, 28 are one-star reviews. Take a look at those reviews first, as they're most likely to
describe reliability issues with the vehicle. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have
either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe
or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles
from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of
getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX
has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

